The entire Walker lab eats at Chipotle and comes down with norovirus. Oh no!

Now, Bruce has to learn tissue culture safety. This is his story.
What do biosafety cabinets do?
Gee guys I don’t know!

Biosafety cabinets provide product, personnel, and environmental protection. Gee thanks guys!
What is the proper cleaning/disinfection procedure?
Wowzers! I just don't have a clue!

Goodness gracious!!! Now I know to wipe the hood down with 70% ethanol before AND after use and also to wipe down anything that I'm bringing into the hood. Even R10!
What is the proper work setup to ensure product/personnel/environmental protection?
Gee willikers guys!!! I have no idea!!

Oh my good golly gosh! Now this is how you set up a work station!! The bucket, D125, and the aspirating flask are all dated and changed every 7 days!! Wowzers!
When can you use chemicals in a biosafety cabinet?
Hmm... I just don't know!
Rap time.

“In the hood”
by D.J. Bruce, M.D.
feat. Lab R@ Squad
Go, Go, Go, Go, Go, Go, Go,
Go Ragon,
It’s Safety Day

We’re gonna take precautions like
It’s Safety Day

And you know we don’t give a #$@! If it’s Safety Day!
You can find me
In Da Hood

Spray bottle
full of bub’

Momma I got 293s
If you need to
split ‘em up

I’m down to transfect
If you’re sure to
double-glove

I’ve got my
Goggles on,

Gown
tied,

Fresh
bucket!

PEACE OUT